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Tracking the Tigers

Market Commentary

August found Southeast Asia
plunged into financial crisis with
both markets and currencies
hammered. Selling was
indiscriminate as investors decided
to sell first and ask questions later.
The questions are serious ones. Will
growth slow dramatically? Will
governments offer sound leadership
, address problems? Which
Jmpanies will be jeopardized by
borrowed US dollars?
There are no simple answers in a
region that offers wide diversity in
both governments and listed
companies. The current financial
I pain will weed out many unsound
companies. Proper governmental
leadership will help assure that any
slowdown is relatively brief
Overall, Singapore, Indonesia and
the Philippines have earned high
marks, while Malaysia and Thailand
have been disappointing. Thailand
has shown a serious lack of
leadership. Malaysia has shown a
high level of immaturity on the part
of its leaders.
No developing country has ever
ascended to wealth in a straight
path. Eventhough Asia's rise has
been fast, it has suffered many
setbacks over the years. While great
·re must be taken to find sound
.1mpanies, we believe the current
crisis offers tremendous opportunity
for long term investors.
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market won't make much progress
while this constitutional issue is
outstanding.
Indonesia
In stark contrast to Malaysia's
stance, the Indonesian government Singapore
scored points by introducing
Consumer price inflation picked up
positive measures in the face of
market and currency turmoil. Most to 2.1 % YoY in June. Singapore's
markets have been rattled by events
significantly, a foreign limit of
in neighboring Malaysia but this is
49% ownership on new shares has
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one city state whose economic
Indonesia has announced tariff
strength is undisputed. We are
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therefore increasingly positive on
import of capital goods relative to
the outlook for Singaporean stocks .
consumer items.

South Korea
While not directly impacted by
currency woes in South East Asia,
Korea continues to face the challenge
of restructuring its economy.
Although rumors of significant
corporate restructuring are growing,
no concrete action has yet emerged.

Taiwan
' Taiwan's desire for international
recognition faces a serious threat from
China's efforts to bribe away those
few nations that recognize Taiwan.
Taiwan's President has indicated a
willingness to travel to China for
direct talks in early 1998.

Thailand
Amid very serious currency weakness,
a major political debate has begun. A
new constitution is being seriously
proposed which would make major
steps towards reducing money politics.
Any sign of positive policy change
would be welcomed by both foreign
and domestic investors.
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Currently visiting companies in SE Asia has reinforced our belief in emphasizing sound company management.
Those companies that have been well managed stand to be significant winners as much of the competition
suffers from over-expansion. A new emphasis on cost cutting and maximizing investment returns is evident
across the region.

